Letters

CORRECTION

Error in Figure Legend: The Brief Report titled “Changes in Treatment-Naive Pigment Epithelial Detachments Associated With the Initial Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Injection: A Post Hoc Analysis From the HARBOR Trial,” published online December 17, 2020, was corrected to fix the legend of Figure 2. An additional sentence at the end of the legend will read “Vertical bars represent 95% CI.” This article was corrected online.


Error in Byline: The Research Letter “Intravitreal Anti–Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Use in France During the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Pandemic,” published online December 17, 2020, had an error in the byline. The surname of first author Sophie Billioti de Gage was listed as de Gage. Her full surname is Billioti de Gage. The error has been corrected.


Error in Unit of Measure for Total Choroidal Area and Luminal Area: In the Original Investigation titled, “Characterization of Retinal Microvascular and Choroidal Structural Changes in Parkinson Disease,” which published online December 23, 2020, in JAMA Ophthalmology,1 the unit of measure for total choroidal area and luminal area should be units² instead of pixels². This article was corrected online.


Error in Data Presentation in Text: In the Original Investigation by Xie et al titled “Change in Postoperative Opioid Prescribing Patterns for Oculoplastic and Orbital Procedures Associated With State Opioid Legislation,” published online December 10, 2020, in JAMA Ophthalmology,1 the data for brow-lift and blepharoptosis repair were transposed in the second-to-last sentence of the second paragraph of the Results section. The sentence should read as follows: “In contrast, soft tissue procedures had a lower mean (SD) amount of opioids prescribed (brow-lift: 73.2 [37.8] MMEs; blepharoptosis repair: 64.7 [30.5] MMEs).” This article was corrected online.